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Abstract. Recently a spatial versions of Neveu's (1992) continuous-state branching process was constructed by Fleischmann and Sturm(2004). This superprocess with in�nite mean branching behaves quitedi�erently from usual supercritical spatial branching processes. In fact,at macroscopic scales, the mass renormalized to a (random) probabilitymeasure is concentrated in a single space point which randomly uctu-ates according to the underlying symmetric stable motion process.
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2 1. Introduction and statement of results1.1. Motivation. Superprocesses (spatial measure-valued branching processes) areconstructed and studied usually under the assumption of �nite moments, at leastof order one. Recently, Fleischmann and Sturm [FS04] constructed a super{�{stable motion X in Rd (0 < � � 2; super-Brownian if � = 2) with a branchingmechanism of in�nite mean. This process has partly strange properties comparedwith the ones of usual superprocesses. For instance, also in the case of a Brownianmigration (i.e. if � = 2); mass propagates instantaneously in space, that is, it ispresent everywhere in space at �xed times ([FS04, Proposition 15]). Or, for all �and in all dimensions, Xt is absolutely continuous at �xed times t (Fleischmannand Mytnik [FM04]).If one drops the space coordinate in the model, that is, if one passes to the totalmass process t 7! �Xt := Xt(Rd ); one gets a continuous-state branching process withbranching mechanism u 7! % u logu; with % > 0 a �xed constant. This processwas introduced by Neveu (1992) in the preprint [Nev92], and further studied byBertoin and LeGall [BLG00]. Neveu indicated that for every �xed (deterministic)initial state �X0 > 0 there exists an exponentially distributed random variable Vwith mean 1= �X0 ; so that(1) e�%t log �Xt �!t"1 � logV a.s.,see [FS04, Appendix] for a detailed proof. (Similar Galton-Watson results occurredearlier, for instance, in Grey [Gre77].)Coming back to the spatial generalization X of �X; it was not understood so farhow the total mass �Xt spreads out macroscopically in space as t " 1: Clearly, forsupercritical super{�{stable motions of �nite mean one expects that after a spatial�{rescaling the total mass normalized by its mean gets a pro�le described by the �{stable density function. See, for instance, Watanabe [Wat67], Fleischmann [Fle79],and Biggins [Big92] (a more detailed discussion follows after Theorem 1 below). Butit was not at all clear, whether under the much stronger production of an in�nitemean branching certain spatial \intermittency" e�ects occur. Recall that �Xt hasa stable distribution where its index e�%t converges to 0 as t " 1: In particular,�Xt cannot be normalized by its mean. The present paper was motivated by thisopen problem concerning the large scale behavior of X:1.2. Preliminaries: notation. Before we will describe the model in more detail,we need to introduce some notation. The class of Borel subsets of Rd is denotedby B; the ring of all bounded sets in B by bB; and of all Lebesgue continuity setsin bB by bB` ; that is, B 2 bB belongs to bB` if and only if with respect to theLebesgue measure ` on Rd we have `(@B) = 0: The distance between x 2 Rdand B 2 B is denoted by jx�Bj: Let 1B stand for the indicator function of a setB, and Bc for the complement of B:We denote by Cl = Cl(Rd ) the class of continuous functions ' on Rd which possesa �nite limit as jxj " 1. We write ' 2 C(2)l = C(2)l (Rd ); if ' 2 Cl has derivativesup to order 2 which belong to Cl : Additional superscripts \+" and \++" indicatethe subspaces of all non-negative functions and all functions which have a positivein�mum, respectively. The supremum norm is denoted by k � k1 :If E denotes a Polish space, write D(R+ ; E) for the Skorohod space of allE{valued c�adl�ag paths.



3For 0 < � � 2; let S� denote the semigroup associated with the d{dimensionalfractional Laplacian �� := �(��)�=2; that is,(2) S�t '(x) := ZRd p�t (y � x)'(y) dy; t > 0; ' 2 C++l ;where p� is the continuous transition density function of the related symmetric�{stable motion � = f�t : t � 0g in Rd with c�adl�ag paths.Write Mf for the cone of all �nite measures on Rd ; equipped it with the topol-ogy of weak convergence. The integral of a function ' with respect to a measure� 2 Mf is written as �('): We set �̂ := �=�(1) for the normalized measure of� 2Mfnf0g:As usual, we write ft � gt as t " 1; if ft=gt ! 1 as t " 1: Equality in law isdenoted by L= ; and convergence in law by L) :1.3. Super{�{stable motion X with Neveu's branching mechanism. Thesuper{�{stable motion X with Neveu's branching mechanism is a (time-homoge-neous) Markov process with paths in D(R+ ;Mf); described via its Laplace tran-sition functional(3) Ene�Xt(') ��� X0 = �o = e��(ut[']); t � 0; ' 2 C++l ; � 2Mf ;where u = u['] is the unique mild solution to the function-valued Cauchy problem(4) ddtut = ��ut � % ut logut on (0;1) with u0+ = '(see [FS04, Theorems 1 and 2]).1.4. Large scale localization. Recall that the \highly supercritical" process Xhas in�nite expectation. So what method can be used to attack the open problemof large scale behavior in space?The most general method to obtain limit theorems for \classical" supercritical,i.e. non-spatial supercritical branching processes, was proposed by Seneta [Sen68].Let Z be a supercritical (discrete time) Galton-Watson process and f it's o�springgenerating function. This function has an inverse g, whose n-th iterate we shalldenote by gn : Clearly, for every s 2 [q; 1], where q is the extinction probabilityof Z; the sequence xn(s) := �gn(s)�Zn ; n � 1; is a non-negative martingale and,consequently, x1(s) := limn!1 xn(s) exists a.s. This property of the inverseof the generating function (or of a Laplace transform in more general \classical"situations) was also used in [Gre77] and [Nev92]. But in the present spatial casethe described method fails. In fact, to get a martingale analogously to that used toprove (1), one would need to solve the log-Laplace equation (4) backwards, whichin particular would require strong additional conditions on '; which are not at allobvious.The next observation is that a direct log-Laplace transform approach leads todiÆcult questions concerning the asymptotic behavior as t " 1 of the solutionut['] of (4).Let us try to consider the randomly normalized measures X̂t = Xt= �Xt =Xt=Xt(1): Clearly, they will reect the spatial structure of Xt as well. Moreprecisely, for k > 0 we will introduce the following rescaled processes X̂(k) :(5) X̂(k)t (B) := X̂kt(k1=�B); t � 0; B 2 B:



4The following localization theorem is our main result. Recall thatTheorem 1 (Large scale localization). Fix X0 = � 2 Mfnf0g: Let the (sym-metric) �{stable motion � in Rd start from the origin.(a) (F.d.d. convergence): For each �nite collection of time points 0 �t1 < � � � < tn ;�X̂(k)t1 ; : : : ; X̂(k)tn � L=)k"1 �Æ�t1 ; : : : ; Æ�tn �:(b) (Convergence on path space): If additionally � = 2; then, in lawon D(R+ ;Mf); X̂(k) L=)k"1 Æ� :Consequently, if X is normalized by its total masses, speeded up time by a factork; and contracted in space by k1=�; then the whole mass will �nally be concentratedin a single random point, which uctuates in macroscopic time according to the �{stable process �: In particular,(6) X̂t(t1=�B) L=)t"1 Æ�1(B); B 2 bB` :Note that such limit behavior is not at all typical for supercritical spatial branchingprocesses.For example, Watanabe [Wat67] has shown the following local limit theoremfor a supercritical branching Brownian motion Y in Rd with �nite variance andstarting from Y0 = Æ0 :(7) e�at td=2 Yt(B) �!t"1 (2�)d=2 `(B)W; a.s., B 2 bB` ;where a is the Malthusian parameter of the corresponding total mass process �Y(non-spatial branching process), and(8) e�at �Yt �!t"1 W; a.s.For supercritical spatially homogeneous branching particle systems Y in Rd indiscrete time, with second moment assumptions, and starting from a homogenousPoisson point �eld, Fleischmann [Fle79] has derived a law of large numbers and acentral limit theorem. This is based on the following global limit theorem for theprocess starting from a single ancestor:(9) e�at Yt(t1=2B) �!t"1 �(B)W; a.s., B 2 bB` ;where � is the standard Gaussian measure on Rd .Biggins [Big92] has proven a variant of (7) for supercritical branching randomwalks in discrete time under less restrictive conditions. From his result immediatelya relation as (9) follows. Using Biggins' method one can verify that statements as in(7) and (9) are true for supercritical (2; d; �){superprocesses Y (that is, measure-valued branching processes in Rd with Brownian migration and continuous-statebranching of index 1 + �): From (8) and (9) we conclude that(10) Ŷt(t1=2B) �!t"1 �(B); a.s., B 2 bB` ;on the set of non-extinction. That is, the long-term limit on the set of non-extinctionof the normalized (2; d; �){superprocess is the deterministic Gaussian measure �:



5However, for our X process the corresponding limit variable is the random Æ{measure Æ�1 where �1 is distributed according to � (in the present case � = 2):Remark 2 (Open problem: tightness for � < 2). The restriction to theBrownian case � = 2 for the convergence on path space [Theorem 1(b)] comesfrom the fact that our tightness proof for one-dimensional marginals fails in the� < 2 case (see Section 4.4). Since also our attempts failed to show tightness byusing other tools, convergence on path space remains open in the non-Browniancase. 31.5. Approach. Next we want to explain a bit our approach to the proof of Theo-rem 1. An essential tool will be some moment calculations. Clearly, the normalizedprocesses X̂(k) have moments of all orders. But how can they be computed? Sur-prisingly, they satisfy relatively simple formulas. We will state them for only the�rst two moments, although our method of proof actually allows to establish all ofthem. The following result is the key of our approach to the large scale behavior ofX:Proposition 3 (First two moments). Fix X0 = � 2 Mfnf0g: Then, for 0 <t1 � t2 and '1; '2 2 C+l ;(11) EX̂t1('1) = �̂(S�t1'1)and E�X̂t1('1) X̂t2('2)�(12) = Z t10 % e�%s �̂�S�t1�s(S�s '1 S�s+t2�t1'2)� ds + e�%t1 �̂(S�t1'1) �̂(S�t2'2):Remark 4 (Moments involving indicator functions). Moment formulae (11)and (12) remain valid for functions 'i = 1Bi ; Bi 2 bB` ; i = 1; 2: In fact, toeach compact (or open bounded) B 2 B; there are compactly supported functions'n 2 C+l such that 1 � 'n # 1B (or 0 � 'n " 1B ; respectively) as n " 1 (see,for instance, Kallenberg [Kal97, A6.1]). 3Remark 5 (Fleming-Viot super-Brownian motion). Note that in the case �= 2 the moment formulas of Proposition 3 coincide with those of the Fleming-Viotsuper-Brownian motion, see, for instance, [Eth00, Proposition 2.27], although theprocesses are essentially di�erent. (Recall the instantaneous propagation of massinstead of the compact support property, and the absolute continuity of statesinstead of singularity in dimensions d � 2:) Note also that for the Fleming-Viotsuper-Brownian motion one has also a large scale localization property as our Theo-rem 1, see Dawson and Hochberg [DH82, Theorem 8.1]. The mentioned coexistenceof moment formulas suggests now to use our method of proof of Theorem 1 to getthe corresponding Fleming-Viot superprocess result under weaker assumptions asin [DH82]. 3Here is our �rst consequence of the moment formulae. Recall that p� denotesthe �{stable transition kernel and ` the Lebesgue measure.Corollary 6 (Long-term behavior of moments). For each X0 = � 2Mfnf0gand 'i 2 C+l such that `('i) <1; i = 1; 2;(13) limt"1 td=�EX̂t('1) = p�1 (0) `('1)



6and(14) limt"1 td=�E�X̂t('1) X̂t('2)� = p�1 (0) Z 10 % e�%s `�(S�s '1) (S�s '2)� ds < 1:(A formula for p�1 (0) is given in (A10) in the appendix.)From the asymptotics of the mean of X̂t(') together with Markov's inequalityone can easily infer that for every " > 0 and ' 2 C+l ;(15) limt"1 td=��" X̂t(') = 0 in probability:Remark 7 (Open problem: local limit theorem). Is it true that td=�X̂t(')converges as t " 1 in some sense? 3There is also the following consequence of the moment formulae.Corollary 8 (Localization at all smaller scales). Suppose X0 = � 2Mfnf0g:Consider a scaling function �: (0;1) ! (0;1) with(16) �t " 1 and �t = o(t1=�) as t " 1:Then for every open B 2 bB` and " 2 (0; 1);(17) � t1=��t �d P�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "� �!t"1 p�1 (0) `(B);and(18) P�X̂t(�tB) � "� � P�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "� as t " 1:Relation (17) gives the asymptotics of the probability that the whole mass of ourrescaled process at time t is in the set �tB. Relation (18) means, roughly speaking,if the whole normalized mass in �tB is not very small then it is very large.Recall that Theorem 1 in the reformulation (6) says that the total mass �Xtconcentrates asymptotically as t " 1 in one point of the rescaled space (the scalet1=� is related to the migration index). But Corollary 8 shows that this propertyremains valid for all smaller scales converging to in�nity.Recall also that for the state �Xt at time t > 0 of Neveu's continuous statebranching process there is the following cluster representation:(19) �Xt = Xi�1 #(i)t ;where #(1)t > #(2)t > � � � are the atoms of a Poisson point �eld �t ; say, on (0;1)with intensity measure(20) �t(dx) := me�%t�(1� e�%t) x�1�e�%t dx(cf. [BLG00]).Proposition 9 (Localization in the main cluster).We have the following con-vergence in probability:(21) �Xt � #(1)t#(1)t P�!t"1 0:



7This reminds a result of Darling [Dar52] saying that the sum of i.i.d. randomvariables with slowly varying tails behaves as the maximal element. Our �Xt isstable of index e�%t; thus does not have slowly varying tails for �nite t > 0; butthe index goes to 0 as t " 1; which explains the similar e�ect described in theformer proposition.Since #(1)t is asymptotically equivalent to the whole mass �Xt ; we can nowreformulate Corollary 8 as follows. Statement (17) gives the asymptotic probabilitythat #(1)t locates in the set �tB; whereas (18) says that the subpopulation #(1)thas no time to di�use into a large subset of Rd :Remark 10 (Intermittency). Note that for each n � 1 and B 2 bB` of positiveLebesgue measure we have(22) logE�td=�X̂t(B)�n+1n+ 1 � logE�td=�X̂t(B)�nn �!t"1 1:In case of homogeneous random �elds, such type of property of moments is knownas intermittency, see G�artner and Molchanov [GM90]. Indeed, as shown in [GM90],it is enough to verify it for n = 1; and this follows here from Corollary 6. 3Remark 11 (Open problem: in�nite measure states). It would be interestingto construct X starting from the Lebesgue measure X0 = `; and to study itslarge scale behavior. Although then the normalization X̂t = Xt= �Xt would not bepossible since �Xt � 1; one still would expect some intermittency e�ects, i.e. therelative localization of masses in remote locations. 3The rest of this paper is laid out as follows. In Section 2 we recall with Lemma 12some known properties of the Cauchy problem (4) and prove with Lemmas 13 and15 two technical results about its solutions. The proofs of Proposition 3 as well asof Corollaries 6 and 8 will be provided in Section 3. The �nal section is devotedto the proof of Theorem 1. In an appendix we collect some remarks on stabledistributions and prove Proposition 9.2. Related log-Laplace equationAn essential step in our procedure is to establish a log-Laplace product formula(Lemma 13) and a small-"-asymptotics of log-Laplace functions (Lemma 15).2.1. Basic setting. A continuous-state branching process with branching mecha-nism u 7! g(u) is a time-homogeneous Markov process, whose Laplace transitionfunctional can be characterized as follows. For every � � 0;(23) Ene�� �Xt ��� �X0 = mo = e�m�ut[�]; t;m � 0;where �u = �u[�] solves(24) ddt �ut = �g(�ut) on (0;1) with �u0+ = �:Actually, we restrict our consideration to Neveu's special case(25) g(u) := % u logu; u � 0;(for the �xed % > 0): Then necessarily,(26) �ut[�] = �(e�%t);



8which demonstrates that for every t > 0 �xed, �Xt has a stable distribution withindex e�%t < 1: In particular, in this case the random variable �Xt is non-zero and�nite with probability one.Next we rewrite log-Laplace equation (4) in integral form:(27) ut = S�t '� Z t0 S�t�s�g(us)� ds; t � 0;where we used notation (25). The following result is taken from [FS04, Theorem1].Lemma 12 (Well-posedness of log-Laplace equation). To ' 2 C++l there isa unique (pointwise) solution u['] to equation (27), and(28) minn infx2Rd'(y); 1o � ut['] � maxn supx2Rd'(y); 1o:Moreover, if ' 2 C(2)++l ; then ut['] solves the related function-valued Cauchyproblem as in (4). Further, if 'n 2 C++l pointwise satisfy 'n # ' 2 C+l as n " 1;then pointwise u['n] # u['] holds, and the limit function u['] is a solution toequation (27), satis�es (28), and is independent of the choice of the approximatingsequence f'ngn�1 .From now on, for ' 2 C+l �xed, under u['] we mean the solution to (27), whichcan be obtained as such limit of some u['n].From the expression (26) for �u[�] one can easily infer that �ut[��] = �ut[�] �ut[�]for all positive constants � and �. In the following lemma we generalize this identityfor the solutions u['] to equation (27).Lemma 13 (Log-Laplace product formula). For t � 0; � > 0; and ' 2 C+l ;(29) ut[�'] = �ut[�]ut[']:Proof. Let us �rst assume, that ' 2 C(2)++l . Then, by Lemma 12, u['] is theunique solution to the Cauchy problem (4). Clearly,(30) @@t��ut[�]ut[']� = �ut[�] ���ut[']� g�ut[']��� ut['] g��ut[�]�:Therefore, in view of �ut[�] ��ut['] = ����ut[�]ut[']�; and(31) g�ut[']� �ut[�] + ut['] g��ut[�]� = g�ut['] �ut[�]�;we conclude, that u['] �u[�] solves the Cauchy problem (4) with initial condition�'. Uniqueness of the solution to (4) gives the proof of (29) in the case ' 2 C(2)++l :To �nish the proof, approximate ' 2 C+l monotonously from above by appropriate'n 2 C(2);++l and use Lemma 12. �2.2. A distributional relation. Using log-Laplace product formula (29) one canestablish a simple connection in law between the random variables Xt(') and �Xt :Indeed, for t; �; '; as in Lemma 13,��ut[�']� = �ut[�]��ut[']� = �(1) �ut[�] �ut���̂�ut[']��(e%t)�= �(1) �ut����̂�ut[']��(e%t)�:(32)



9Hence, from these equalities and the Laplace transition functional (3) we concludethatEne��Xt(') ��� X0 = �o = Ene���t �Xt ��� �X0 = �(1)o with �t := ��̂�ut[']��(e%t):This means that(33) Xt(') L= ��̂�ut[']��(e%t) �Xt ; t � 0; ' 2 C+l :Now we show one possible application of this equality in law. From (33) it followsthat for every ' 2 C+l ;(34) e�%tE logXt(') = e�%tE log �Xt + log��̂�ut[']��:Since Xt(c') = cXt('), for any constant c; we may assume without loss of gener-ality that k'k1 � 1. Then Xt(') � �Xt and, consequently,(35) e�%tE�� log �Xt � logXt(')�� = � log��̂�ut[']��:Thus,(36) e�%tE�� log �Xt � logXt(')�� �!t"1 0 if and only if �̂�ut[']� �!t"1 1:On the other hand, by Proposition A1 in the appendix,(37) E���e�%t log �Xt � (� logV )���r �!t"1 0; r > 0:Combining (36) and (37), we obtain the following result.Proposition 14 (Equivalent formulations). Consider ' 2 C+l . Then condition�̂�ut[']�! 1 as t " 1 is necessary and suÆcient for the convergence(38) E���e�%t logXt(')� (� logV )��� �!t"1 0:Clearly, one expects that the convergence �̂�ut[']� ! 1 holds for all non-vanishing ' 2 C+l : Then, comparing with (1), the proposition would say, roughlyspeaking, that on a logarithmic scale, Xt(') behaves just as �Xt : Since this state-ment is not very informative, we do not insist to settle the statement �̂�ut[']�! 1and follow instead another route.2.3. Small "{asymptotics. A crucial step in our development is the followingperturbation result.Lemma 15 (Small "{asymptotics). Let ' 2 C(2)++l with k'k1 � 1. Then for�xed t > 0 ;ut[1 + "'] = 1 + " e�%t S�t ' � "22 e�%t Z t0 % e�%s S�t�s(S�s ')2 ds + O("3e�%t)as " # 0:Proof. Fix 0 < " � 1: We de�ne the function v = v["'] := u[1 + "'] � 1 � 0;which is the unique solution to the Cauchy problem(39) ddtvt = ��vt � % (1 + vt) log(1 + vt) on (0;1) with v0+ = "'



10(note that v 7! % (1 + v) log(1 + v) is locally Lipschitz on R+ ): It follows that thefunction t 7! wt = wt["'] := e%tvt solves the equationddtwt = ��wt � % e%t(1 + e�%twt) log(1 + e�%twt) + %wt with w0+ = "';which in integral form reads as(40) wt = " S�t '� Z t0 %S�t�s�e%s(1 + e�%sws) log(1 + e�%sws)� ws� ds:Hence,(41) vt["'] = " e�%t S�t '� e�%t Z t0 % e%s S�t�s�(1 + vs) log(1 + vs)� vs� ds:Using Taylor expansion for log(1 + x); we get for 0 < x < 1;(42) (1 + x) log(1 + x) = x + 1Xk=2 (�1)kk(k � 1) xk:From this identity it follows that for 0 < x < 1;(43) x+ x22 � x36 < (1 + x) log(1 + x) < x+ x22 :Moreover, by (28),(44) 0 � vt["'] � " k'k1 � ":Applying these bounds to the right-hand side of (41), we have(45) vt["'] � " e�%t S�t ' � e�%t2 Z t0 % e%s S�t�sv2s dsand(46) vt["'] � " e�%t S�t ' � e�%t2 Z t0 % e%s S�t�sv2s ds + e�%t6 Z t0 % e%s S�t�sv3s ds:Note next that from (41),(47) vt["'] � " e�%t S�t ':Combining (45) and (47) gives the following lower bound(48) vt["'] � " e�%t S�t ' � e�%t2 "2 Z t0 % e�%s S�t�s(S�s ')2 ds:Comparing (48) with the claim in Lemma 15, we infer that it remains to �nd asuitable upper bound for vt["']: Applying estimates (48) and (47) to the �rst andsecond integrals at the right hand side of (46), respectively, we obtainvt["'] � " e�%t S�t '� e�%t2 "2 Z t0 % e�%s S�t�s�S�s '� "2 Z s0 % e�%r S�s�r(S�r ')2dr�2 ds+ e�%t6 "3 Z t0 % e%s S�t�s(S�s ')3 ds= " e�%t S�t '� e�%t2 "2 Z t0 % e�%s S�t�s(S�s ')2 ds+O("3e�%t):(49)This �nishes the proof. �



11Remark 16 (Asymptotic expansion). It is easy to see that we can expandut[1 + "'] in a power series(50) ut[1 + "'] (x) = 1 + 1Xi=1Hi(t; x) "i;where Hi are some functions which could be expressed in terms of the semigroupS� and the initial condition '. 33. Asymptotics for momentsHere we derive the needed moment formulae (Proposition 3) and study theirasymptotic properties (Corollaries 6 and 8).3.1. Moment formulae (proof of Proposition 3). First we will show that for-mulae (11) and (12) hold for '1 = '2 =: ' 2 C(2)++l and t1 = t2 =: t > 0: Recallthat without loss of generality we may assume that k'k1 � 1. By (33), for every" > 0;(51) �Xt + "Xt(') L= ��̂�ut[1 + "']��(e%t) �Xt :Taking �rst logarithm at both sides and then expectations, we obtain(52) E log � �Xt + "Xt(')� = E log �Xt + e%t log��̂�ut[1 + "']��:Therefore,(53) E log�1 + " X̂t(')� = e%t log��̂�ut[1 + "']��:Evidently, X̂t(') � k'k1 � 1: Hence, from the Taylor expansion log(1 + x) =x� x2=2 +O(x3) as x # 0; and the boundedness of X̂t('); it follows that(54) E log�1 + " X̂t(')� = "EX̂t(') � "22 E�X̂t(')�2 +O("3) as " # 0:By Lemma 15,e%t log��̂�ut[1 + "']�� = e%t log�1 + �̂�ut[1 + "']� 1��= e%t�̂�vt["']�� e%t2 ��̂�vt["']��2 +O�e%t��̂�vt["']��3�= " �̂(S�t ')� "22 Z t0 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s ')2�ds� "2e�%t2 ��̂(S�t ')�2 +O("3):Combining with (53) and (54), we conclude that" �EX̂t(')� �̂(S�t ')� = "22 hE�X̂t(')�2 � Z t0 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s ')2� ds� e�%t ��̂(S�t ')�2i+O("3):(55)Dividing by " and letting " # 0, we obtain (11) in the case ' 2 C(2)++l : Therefore,(56) "22 �E�X̂t(')�2 � Z t0 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s ')2� ds� e�%t ��̂(S�t ')�2� = O("3):



12Dividing now by "2 and letting again " # 0, we arrive at (12) in the case '1 = '2 =' 2 C(2)++l and t1 = t2 = t > 0:The case of possibly di�erent '1; '2 2 C(2)++l follows by polarization. To extentto '1; '2 2 C+l ; approximate monotonously from above by functions in C(2)++l ;and use Lemma 12 as well as monotone and bounded convergence. This completesthe proof of expectation formula (11).Finally, second moment formula (12) in the case t1 < t2 follows by using theMarkov property and (11). �3.2. Long-term behavior of moments (proof of Corollary 6). Take �; '1; '2as in Corollary 6. By polarization, we may assume that '1 = '2 =: ': We willagain additionally suppose that k'k1 � 1. Recall the following scaling propertyof the stable density function: For every k > 0;(57) p�t (x) = kd=� p�kt(k1=�x); t > 0; x 2 Rd:Using this identity with k = t�1, we have(58) S�t '(x) = t�d=� ZRd p�1 �t�1=�(y � x)�'(y) dy:In view of p�1 �t�1=�(y � x)�! p�1 (0) as t " 1; we obtain(59) td=� �̂(S�t ') = ZRd ZRd p�1 �t�1=�(y � x)� �̂(dx)'(y) dy �!t"1 p�1 (0) `('):Combining this relation with the expectation formula (11) gives (13).Using the same arguments one can show that for every �xed s � 0;(60) td=� �̂�S�t�s(S�s ')2� �!t"1 p�1 (0) `�(S�s ')2� � p�1 (0) `('):Here we used kS�s 'k1 � 1: Hence, by dominated convergence, for every �xeds0 > 0;(61) limt"1 td=� Z s00 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s ')2� ds = p�1 (0) Z s00 % e�%s`�(S�s ')2� ds:Using again kS�s 'k1 � 1; we arrive at the bound(62) Z ts0 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s ')2� ds � �̂(S�t ') Z ts0 % e�%s ds; t � s0 :Therefore, by (59),(63) lim supt"1 td=� Z ts0 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s ')2� ds � p�1 (0) `(') e�%s0 :Since (61) and (63) are valid for any s0 > 0, we can combine them and let s0 " 1to get(64) limt"1 td=� Z t0 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s ')2� ds = p�1 (0) Z 10 % e�%s `�(S�s ')2� ds:Together with the second moment formula (12), the proof of Corollary 6 is complete.�



133.3. Localization at all scales (proof of Corollary 8). Fix �; �;B; " as inCorollary 8.1Æ [Expectation asymptotics ]. For t > 0; let be given open Bt 2 bB` with Bt � B;and such that `(Bt) " `(B) as t " 1: For the moment, �x s � 0: Then, for t > s;from (11) (and Remark 4) and (58),(65) EX̂t�s(�tBt) = � �t(t� s)1=� �d ZBt ZRd p�1 �(t� s)�1=�(�tz � x)� �̂(dx) dz:Using assumption (16) one can easily infer that(66) ZRd p�1 �(t� s)�1=�(�tz � x)� �̂(dx) �!t"1 p�1 (0); z 2 B:Therefore, setting(67) ct := � t1=��t �d; t > 0;we obtain(68) ctEX̂t�s(�tBt) �!t"1 p�1 (0) `(B); s � 0:2Æ [Second moment asymptotics ]. Our next purpose is to prove the convergence(69) ctE�X̂t(�tB)�2 �!t"1 p�1 (0) `(B):Since X̂t(�tB) � 1; by (68) it suÆces to show that the limit inferior as t " 1 ofa suitable lower estimate of the left hand side in claim (69) equals the right handside of (69).Fix s0 > 0. Choose a number R such that Rjyj<R p�s (y) dy � 1 � " for alls � s0 : De�ne Bt := �y 2 B : jy � @Bj > R=�t	: Trivially, �tBt := �y 2 �tB :��y � @(�tB)�� > R	; since �t@B = @(�tB): Then, for every x 2 �tBt ;(70) S�s 1�tB (x) � Z�tBt p�s (y � x) dy � Zjy�xj<R p�s (y � x) dy � 1� ":Hence, for t > s0 ;(71) Z t0 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s 1�tB)2� ds � (1� ")2 Z s00 % e�%s �̂(S�t�s1�tBt) ds:By (68) and (11), we conclude that for every s � s0 ;(72) ct �̂(S�t�s1�tBt) �!t"1 p�1 (0) `(B):By dominated convergence,(73) ct Z s00 % e�%s �̂(S�t�s1�tBt) ds �!t"1 p�1 (0) `(B)(1� e�%s0):Combining (73) and (71), we arrive atlim inft"1 ct Z t0 % e�%s �̂�S�t�s(S�s 1�tB)2� ds � (1� ")2 p�1 (0) `(B)(1� e�%s0):Letting " # 0 and s0 " 1; as well as using the second moment formula (12), weget (69).



143Æ [Verifying (17)]. Based on (68) in the case Bt � B and (69) we �nd " � "t # 0as t " 1 so that(74) "�1t �EX̂t(�tB)�E�X̂t(�tB)�2� = o�EX̂t(�tB)�:Now, since X̂t(�tB) � 1;E�X̂t(�tB)�2 � (1� "t)EnX̂t(�tB); X̂t(�tB) � 1� "to+ EnX̂t(�tB); X̂t(�tB) > 1� "to:(75)Rearranging gives(76) EnX̂t(�tB); X̂t(�tB) � 1� "to � "�1t �EX̂t(�tB)�E�X̂t(�tB)�2�:Hence, by (74),(77) EnX̂t(�tB); X̂t(�tB) � 1� "to = o�EX̂t(�tB)� as t " 1:Again by 1 � X̂t(�tB);(78) P�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "t� � (1� "t)EnX̂t(�tB); X̂t(�tB) > 1� "to:Combining (78), (77), and (68) (in the case Bt � B) gives(79) lim inft"1 ctP�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "t� � p�1 (0) `(B):On the other hand, from Markov's inequality,(80) P�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "t� � (1� "t)�1EX̂t(�tB):Therefore, again by (68),(81) lim supt"1 ctP�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "t� � p�1 (0) `(B):Combining (79) and (81), we arrive at (17) with " replaced by "t [which waschosen for (74)].Clearly, from "t � " we get(82) lim inft"1 ctP�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "� � p�1 (0) `(B):On the other hand,(83) P�X̂t(�tB) > 1�"� = P�X̂t(�tB) > 1�"t� + P�1�" < X̂t(�tB) � 1�"t�:By Markov's inequality,P�1� " < X̂t(�tB) � 1� "t� � (1� ")�1EnX̂t(�tB); X̂t(�tB) � 1� "to:Inserting into (83), from (77), (68), and (81) we get(84) lim supt"1 ctP�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "� � p�1 (0) `(B):Together with (82) the proof of (17) is �nished.



154Æ [Verifying (18)]. Using Markov's inequality, we haveP�X̂t(�tB) 2 ["t; 1� "t]� = P�X̂t(�tB)�1� X̂t(�tB)� � "t(1� "t)�� "�1t (1� "t)�1�EX̂t(�tB)�E�X̂t(�tB)�2�:(85)Recalling (74) we conclude(86) lim supt"1 ctP�X̂t(�tB) 2 ["t; 1� "t]� = 0:But P�X̂t(�tB) � "�P�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "� = 1 + ctP�X̂t(�tB) 2 ["; 1� "]�ctP�X̂t(�tB) > 1� "� ;and (18) follows from (86) and (17). This completes the proof of Corollary 8. �4. Large scale localization (proof of Theorem 1)We start with the convergence of �nite-dimensional distributions (Section 4.1).Compact containment is provided in Section 4.2, and tightness of one-dimensionalmarginals in the Brownian case in Section 4.3. The proof of Theorem 1 is thencompleted in the end of Section 4.3. That our tightness proof fails in the non-Brownian case is explained in Section 4.4.4.1. Convergence of �nite-dimensional marginals. To prepare for the proof ofconvergence of �nite-dimensional distributions, we �rst derive the following simpleresult.Lemma 17 (0-1-valued limits). For k; n � 1; consider [0; 1]{valued randomvariables �k;i ; 1 � i � n; such that(87) limk"1 E�k;i(1� �k;i) = 0; 1 � i � n:Moreover, suppose(88) limk"1E nYi=1�k;i exists, n � 1:Then for each n � 1 and as k " 1; the random vectors �k := (�k;1; : : : ; �k;n)converge in law to some random vector �1 of 0-1-valued random variables satis-fying(89) P(�1 = ") = limk"1E nYi=1�1�"ik;i (1� �k;i)"i ; " = ("1; : : : ; "n) 2 f0; 1gn:Proof. First we prove that condition (87) implies that to each n � 1 there exist1 � Æk # 0 as k " 1; such that(90) P� n\i=1��"ik;i(1� �k;i)1�"i � Æk	� = E nYi=1�1�"ik;i (1� �k;i)"i + o(1);" 2 f0; 1gn: To do this, note that after a change �k;i ! 1 � �k;i for some i 2f1; : : : ; ng and k � 1; we get a sequence of vectors �k which also satis�es (87).Thus, for the proof of (90) without loss of generalities we may assume that " = 0:



16Then the left hand side of (90) can be written as and afterwards obviously estimatedby(91) P� n\i=1��k;i � 1� Æk	� � (1� Æk)�nE nYi=1�k;i = E nYi=1�k;i + o(1):On the other hand,P� n\i=1��k;i � 1� Æk	� � En nYi=1�k;i ; n\i=1��k;i � 1� Æk	o� E nYi=1�k;i � En nYi=1�k;i ; n[i=1��k;i < 1� Æk	o:(92)Choose now Æk 2 (0; 1] such that Pni=1 E�k;i(1 � �k;i) � Æ2k for all k: Then byMarkov's inequality the second term in (92) is bounded from above by Æk : Thus,for (92) we get the lower estimate EQni=1 �k;i + o(1); too, altogether giving (90).To verify the claim on the existence of a limiting random variable �1 ; it suÆcesto show that for each n � 1 and " 2 f0; 1gn;(93) limk"1P� n\i=1�j�k;i � "ij � Æk	� =: p" exists,and(94) X" p" = 1:Since the �k;i are [0; 1]{valued, we can rewrite j�k;i � "ij � Æk as �1�"ik;i (1 ��k;i)"i � Æk : Then, by using (90), instead of (93) it is enough to verify that foreach " 2 f0; 1gn;(95) limk"1E nYi=1�1�"ik;i (1� �k;i)"i =: p" exists.But here again without loss of generality we can take " = 0; and then (95) followsfrom assumption (88). To �nish the proof, it remains to show (94). However, bydominated convergence, from (95),(96) X" p" = limk"1EX" nYi=1�1�"ik;i (1� �k;i)"i = 1;since the sum under the expectation sign is identical to 1:This �nishes the proof. �To get the convergence of �nite-dimensional distributions it is enough to proveconvergence in law of �nite vectors as �k := �X̂(k)t1 (B1); X̂(k)t2 (B2); : : : ; X̂(k)tn (Bn)�;where B1; : : : ; Bn are open (bounded) parallelepipeds in Rd , and 0 =: t0 < t1 <� � � < tn :Lemma 18 (F.d.d. convergence). We have the following convergence in law onRn+ :(97) �k L=)k"1 �Æ�t1(B1); : : : ; Æ�tn(Bn)�:



17Proof. It is easy to see that(98) ZRd p�1 (t�1=�x� z) �̂(dx) �!t"1 p�1 (z); z 2 Rd :Proceeding as in the proof of (68) and (69), but using (98) instead of (66), we get(99) limt"1EX̂t(t1=�B1) = limt"1E�X̂t(t1=�B1)�2 = ZB1 p�1 (z) dz:Hence,(100) limk"1EX̂(k)ti (Bi)�1� X̂(k)ti (Bi)� = 0; 1 � i � n:We claim that for each n � 1;(101) limk"1E nYi=1 X̂(k)ti (Bi) = S��1�1B1S��2�1B2 : : : (1Bn�1S��n1Bn) : : :��(0);where �j := tj � tj�1 ; 1 � j � n: Since the right hand side obviously equalsEQni=1 Æ�ti(Bi); then with Lemma 17 the proof of Lemma 18 will be �nished. Inorder to verify (101), note that the indicator function 1Bi of the parallelepipedBi can monotonously be approximated from both sides by compactly supportedfunctions (recall Remark 4). Therefore, it suÆces to demonstrate that(102) limk"1E nYi=1 X̂(k)ti ('i) = S��1�'1S��2�'2 : : : ('n�1S��n'n) : : :��(0); n � 1;where '1; : : : ; 'j � 1 are compactly supported functions in C+l :Recall from expectation formula (11) that(103) EX̂(k)t1 ('1) = �̂�S�kt1'(k)1 � = �̂�S�t1'1 (k�1=� � )� �!k"1 S�t1'1 (0);where we used the abbreviation '(k) := '(k�1=� � ); and(104) S�t ' = S�kt'(k) (k1=� � );which follows from scaling (57). Similarly, by second moment formula (12),EX̂(k)t1 ('1) X̂(k)t2 ('2) = o(1)(105) + Z kt10 % e�%s �̂��S�t1�s=k(S�s=k'1 S�s=k+�2'2)�(k)�dsas k " 1; where the o(1){term is bounded by 1:Because of (103), for the proof of (102) we may assume that n � 2: Then, bythe Markov property and (105), the expectation at the left hand side of (102) canbe written asZ k�n�10 % e�%sE� Y1� i�n�2 X̂(k)ti ('i)� �(106) X̂(k)tn�1��S��n�1�s=k(S�s=k'n�1 S�s=k+ �n'n)�(k)�dsexcept an o(1){term, bounded by 1: It is well-known that(107) S�q '� '1 ! 0 as q # 0; ' 2 C+l :



18Therefore,(108) �S��n�1�s=k(S�s=k'n�1 S�s=k+ �n'n)�(k)��S��n�1('n�1S��n'n)�(k)1 �!k"1 0:Inserting into (106), instead of (102) we need to show thatZ k�n�10 % e�%sE� Y1� i�n�2 X̂(k)ti ('i)�X̂(k)tn�1��S��n�1('n�1S��n'n)�(k)�ds�!k"1 S��1�'1S��2�'2 : : : ('n�1S��n'n) : : :��(0); n � 2:(109)But this can easily seen by induction on n: This �nishes the proof. �4.2. Compact containment. As a preparation of the tightness proof we establishhere the following result.Lemma 19 (Compact containment condition). To all " 2 (0; 1] and T > 0;there exists a relatively compact set K";T �Mf such that(110) infk>0P�X̂(k)t 2 K";T for all t � T � � 1� ":Proof. Recall (see Kallenberg [Kal97, A7.5]) that a subset K of Mf is relativelycompact if and only if(111) sup�2K �(Rd ) <1 and infB2bB sup�2K �(Bc) = 0:Since X̂(k)t (Rd) � 1; to prove lemma it is enough to show that(112) limn"1 supk>0P� supt�T X̂(k)t (An) > "� = 0;where An := �x 2 Rd : jxj > n	: Let rn denote a function in the domain of ��such that rn(x) � 1 for all x, and rn(x) = 0 if jxj < n� 1; as well as rn(x) = 1 ifjxj � n. For every k > 0 de�ne a function r(k)n (x) := rn(k�1=�x). It is not diÆcultto see thatP� supt�T X̂(k)t (An) > "� � P� supt�kT X̂t(r(k)n ) > "�(113) � P� supt�kT �X̂t(r(k)n )� Z t0 X̂s(��r(k)n ) ds� > "2�+ P�Z kT0 X̂s�j��r(k)n j� ds > "2 �:Using Proposition 3, one can easily verify that(114) t 7! X̂t(r(k)n )� Z t0 X̂s(��r(k)n ) ds; t � 0;is a martingale with deterministic initial position �̂(r(k)n ). Hence, applying well-known Doob's inequality to the �rst probability expression at the right-hand side



19of (113), we obtainP� supt�kT �X̂t(r(k)n )� Z t0 X̂s(��r(k)n ) ds� > "2�� 2" E���X̂kT (r(k)n )� Z kT0 X̂s(��r(k)n ) ds���� 2" �EX̂kT (r(k)n ) +E Z kT0 X̂s�j��r(k)n j� ds�:(115)For the other probability expression, by Markov's inequality,(116) P�Z kT0 X̂s�j��r(k)n j� ds > "2� � 2" E Z kT0 X̂s�j��r(k)n j� ds:Exploiting expectation formula (11) to the right-hand terms of (115) and (116), wehave(117) P� supt�T X̂(k)t (An) > "� � 2" ��̂(S�kT r(k)n ) + Z kT0 �̂�S�s j��r(k)n j� ds�:Obviously, �̂(S�kT r(k)n ) = �̂(S�T rn) ! 0 as n " 1. Further, from the self-similarityof �� it follows that(118) ��r(k)n (x) = k�1��rn (k�1=�x):Consequently, S�s j��r(k)n j = k�1S�s=kj��rnj and(119) Z kT0 �̂�S�s j��r(k)n j� ds = Z T0 �̂�S�z j��rnj� dz:By Fleischmann and Mytnik [FM03, Corollary A6], this integral converges to zeroas n " 1: So we have shown that the right-hand side of (117) is independent of kand goes to 0 as n " 1: Thus, the proof of the lemma is �nished. �4.3. Tightness of one-dimensional marginals. Another prerequisite for tight-ness is the following lemma.Lemma 20 (Tightness of one-dimensional marginals). Suppose � = 2: Foreach ' 2 C(2)++l ; the family �X̂(k)t (') : k > 0	 is tight in law on D(R+ ;R+ ):Proof. Fix ' 2 C(2)++l with ' � 1; and T � 1: Since X̂(k)t (') � k'k1 � 1; byTheorem 15.2 of [Bil68] it suÆces to check the following condition:For "; � > 0; there exists a Æ 2 (0; 1) and a k0 > 0 such that(120) P�w0̂X(k)(')(Æ) � "� � �; k � k0 :Here the modulus w0̂X(k)(')(Æ) is de�ned by(121) w0x(Æ) := inft max0<i�nwx�[ti�1; ti)� with wx(I) := sups;t2I jxs � xtjwhere t refers to any decomposition of [0; T ] by means of 0 =: t0 < t1 < � � � <tn := T with the property that ti � ti�1 > Æ; 1 � i � n: Obviously,(122) nw0̂X(k)(')(Æ) � "o � [T=Æ]+1[i=0 �wX̂(k)(') ��iÆ; (i+ 1)Æ�� � "�:



20Hence,(123) P�w0̂X(k)(')(Æ) � "� � 2 [T=Æ]+1Xi=0 P� sup0�t�Æ��X̂(k)iÆ+t(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')�� � "2�:Now, for each i;��X̂(k)iÆ+t(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')�� � ��� Z iÆ+tiÆ X̂(k)s (��') ds���+ ����X̂(k)iÆ+t(')� X̂(k)iÆ (') � Z iÆ+tiÆ X̂(k)s (��') ds����:(124)Clearly,(125) sup0�t�Æ ��� Z iÆ+tiÆ X̂(k)s (��') ds��� � Æ k��'k1 a.s.Then, for Æ � "=4k��'k1 ;P� sup0�t�Æ��X̂(k)iÆ+t(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')�� � "2�� P� sup0�t�Æ ���X̂(k)iÆ+t(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')� Z iÆ+tiÆ X̂(k)s (��') ds��� � "4�:(126)But t 7! X̂(k)iÆ+t(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')� R iÆ+tiÆ X̂(k)s (��') ds is a martingale, hence by well-known Doob's inequality,P� sup0�t�Æ ���X̂(k)iÆ+t(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')� Z iÆ+tiÆ X̂(k)s (��') ds��� � "4�� �"4��4E�X̂(k)(i+1)Æ(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')� Z (i+1)ÆiÆ X̂(k)s (��') ds�4:(127)Since (a + b)4 � �2a2 + 2b2�2 � 8a4 + 8b4; the whole expression (127) can beestimated from above by(128) c "�4�E�X̂(k)(i+1)Æ(') � X̂(k)iÆ (')�4 + Æ4 k��'k41�;where we used (125), and c is a certain (later changing) constant. From the f.d.d.convergence (Lemma 18) and dominated convergence it follows that(129) limk"1E�X̂(k)(i+1)Æ(') � X̂(k)iÆ (')�4 = E�'(�(i+1)Æ)� '(�iÆ)�4:Thus, there is a k0 > 0 such that(130) E�X̂(k)(i+1)Æ(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')�4 � 2E�'(�(i+1)Æ)� '(�iÆ)�4; k � k0 :The latter moment can actually be computed:E�'(�(i+1)Æ)� '(�iÆ)�4(131) = S�iÆ�S�Æ '4 � 4'S�Æ '3 + 6'2S�Æ '2 � 4'3S�Æ '+ '4�(0):Since S� has generator �� ; to � > 0 one can �nd Æ0 = Æ0(�) > 0 such that(132) S�Æ 'j � 'j � Æ��'j1 � �Æ; 0 < Æ < Æ0 ; 1 � j � 4:



21Applying this repeatedly to (131), we getE�'(�(i+1)Æ)� '(�iÆ)�4� Æ S�iÆ�����'4 � 4'��'3 + 6'2��'2 � 4'3��'��� (0) + 4�Æ(133)[note that (1� 4+ 6� 4+ 1)'4 � 0 ]: Now we use our assumption � = 2; since inthis case ��'4 � 4'��'3 + 6'2��'2 � 4'3��' � 0: Consequently,(134) E�'(�(i+1)Æ)� '(�iÆ)�4 � 4�Æ(actually, this moment is of order Æ2): Then from (123), (126){(128), and (130),(135) P�w0X̂(k)(')(Æ) � "� � c T Æ�1"�4(�Æ + Æ4) = c T "�4(� + Æ3):Choosing now � and Æ suÆciently small, the latter probability expression can bemade smaller than �; as required for (120). This �nishes the proof. �Completion of the proof of Theorem 1. Part (a) was provided by Lemma 18. Since�� 7! �(') : ' 2 C(2)++l 	 is a family of continuous functions on Mf that separatespoints, Lemmas 19 and 20 together with Jakubowski's criterion (see Theorem 3.1of [Jak86]) yield that in the case � = 2 the X̂(k) are tight in law in D(R+ ;Mf);giving also part (b). �4.4. Failure of our method in non-Brownian situations. Our method of prov-ing tightness of one-dimensional marginals does not work if � < 2: In fact, similarlyto (129), we have for even q � 2;(136) limk"1E�X̂(k)(i+1)Æ(')� X̂(k)iÆ (')�q = E�'(�(i+1)Æ)� '(�iÆ)�q :Also, as in (131),(137) E�'(�(i+1)Æ)� '(�iÆ)�q = S�iÆ� qXj=0�qj�(�')jS�Æ 'q�j�(0):By (132),(138) E�'(�(i+1)Æ)� '(�iÆ)�q = Æ (S�iÆ ) (0) + o(Æ);where(139)  := q�1Xj=0�qj�(�')j�a'q�j :Now, since � < 2;(140) ��' (x) = ZRd �'(y)� '(x) � r' (x) � (y � x)1 + jy � xj2 � dyjy � xjd+� ;



22see, for instance, Dawson and Gorostiza [DG90, p.245]. Hence, (x) = ZRd " q�1Xj=0�qj�(�')j(x) �'q�j(y)� 'q�j(x)�(141) � � q�1Xj=0�qj�(�')j(x)r'q�j (x)�� (y � x)1 + jy � xj2 # dyjy � xjd+� ;But r'q�j = (q � j)'q�j�1r': Therefore,(142) q�1Xj=0�qj�(�')j(x)r'q�j = 'q�1(r')q�1Xj=0�qj�(�1)j(q � j) � 0:On the other hand,q�1Xj=0�qj�(�')j(x) �'q�j(y)� 'q�j(x)�(143) = q�1Xj=0�qj�(�')j(x)'q�j(y)� 'q(x) q�1Xj=0�qj�(�1)j= q�1Xj=0�qj�(�')j(x)'q�j(y) + 'q(x) = �'(y)� '(x)�q :Inserting both into (141) gives(144)  (x) = ZRd �'(y)� '(x)�qjy � xjd+� dy � 0;which in general is di�erent from 0 for any choice of an even q: Hence, (138) is notof a smaller order than Æ as Æ # 0 [opposed to (134)]. Thus, for � < 2 our methodof proof cannot lead to (120). AppendixIn this section we will recall some facts about stable distributions and proveresults on the total mass process �X.A.1. On stable distributions. First of all we want to relate non-negative stablerandom variables to exponentially distributed ones. For this purpose, for �xedm > 0 and 0 <  � 1; let �m � 0 denote a random variable with Laplacetransform(A1) Ee���m = expf�m�g; � � 0:In the stable case  < 1; write qm for the density function corresponding to �m :Moreover, let �m be independent of �m and exponentially distributed with mean1=m. Then(A2) P(�1 > ��m) = Ee���m ;thus, from (A1),(A3) P�(�1=�m) > �� = expf�m�g; � � 0:



23Consequently,(A4) � �1�m � L= �m :(This method was proposed by Williams in [Wil77]; using this trick he obtained arepresentation of stable distribution as a convolution of gamma distributions.)Obviously, the Laplace transforms (A1) are continuous in : That is, n !  asn " 1 in (0; 1] implies the convergence in law �nm L) �m : On the other hand,  # 0leads only to the limit law e�mÆ0 + (1 � e�m)Æ1 of �m : But under logarithmicscaling in this case(A5)  log �m L=)#0 � log �m ;which follows from (A4).As another consequence of (A4) we express all moments of negative order of therandom variable �m: Indeed, (A4) and the independence of �m and �1 gives(A6) E�r1 E(�m)�r = E�r=m ; r > 0:Hence, using the well-known formula E�rm = �(1 + r)=mr; r > 0; we get(A7) E(�m)�r = m�r= �(1 + r=)�(1 + r) ; r > 0;where � denotes the Gamma function.Recall the symmetric �{stable transition density functions p� occurring in (2).We want to calculate the quantity p�1 (0) (which occurs in Corollary 6). For � < 2;from subordination (see, e.g., [FG86]),(A8) p�t (x) = Z 10 p2s(x) q�=2t (s) ds(recall that q�=2t is the density function of the random variable ��=2t with index = �=2; and p2 the heat kernel). Therefore,(A9) p�1 (0) = (4�)�d=2 Z 10 s�d=2 q�=21 (s) ds = (4�)�d=2E(��=21 )�d=2;and (A7) gives(A10) p�1 (0) = (4�)�d=2 �(1 + d=�)�(1 + d=2)(which is trivially true also for � = 2):Another possible application of (A4) is the calculation of E( log �m)n for n =0; 1; : : : In fact, taking logarithm from both sides of (A4), we have(A11)  log �1 �  log �m L= log �m :Therefore,(A12) E(log �1 � log �m)n = 1n E( log �m)n; n = 0; 1; : : :Using this relation we can express E( log �m)n via moments E( log �1)i with i � nand E( log �m)n for every natural n. An alternative method was proposed byZolotarev [Zol86, x3.6]. He has shown, that the n-th logarithmic moment of the



24stable random variable �m can be calculated as a value of the Bell polynomialCn(u1; : : : ; un), where ui := ci�i with ci some absolute constants.A.2. Localization in the main cluster (proof of Proposition 9). From thecluster representation (19) we haveP(#(1)t < y) = P��t�[y;1)� = 0� = e��t([y;1))= exph� m�(1� e�%t) y�(e�%t)i; y > 0:(A13)Substituting y = exp[e%tz] gives(A14) P�e�%t log#(1)t < z� = exp h� m�(1� e�%t) e�zi; z 2 R;hence(A15) limt"1 P�e�%t log#(1)t < z� = exp[�me�z]; z 2 R:Comparing with Neveu's limit theorem (1) we see that e�%t log #(1)t and e�%t log �Xthave the same limiting distribution.Next we want to deal with #(i)t#(1)t for all i � 2: Clearly, for x > y > 0;P�#(1)t 2 dx; #(i)t 2 dy� = e��t([x;1)) me�%t�(1� e�%t) x�1�e�%t dx ��i�2t �[y; x)�(i� 2)! e��t([y;x)) me�%t�(1� e�%t) y�1�e�%t dy:(A16)Hence, for 0 < z � 1;P� #(i)t#(1)t < z�= m2 e�2%t(i� 2)! �2(1� e�%t) Z 10 e��t([y;1)) y�1�e�%tZ 1y=z �i�2t �[y; x)�x�1�e�%t dx dy:But by (20),(A17) �t�[y; x)� = m�(1� e�%t) �y�(e�%t) � x�(e�%t)�;giving Z 1y=z �i�2t �[y; x)�x�1�e�%t dx(A18) = � m�(1� e�%t)�i�2Z 1y=z�y�(e�%t) � x�(e�%t)�i�2x�1�e�%t dx= 1e�%t � m�(1� e�%t)�i�2y�(i�1)e�%t Z z(e�%t)0 (1� �)i�2 d�= 1e�%t � m�(1� e�%t)�i�2y�(i�1)e�%t 1� (1� z(e�%t))i�1(i� 1) :



25Inserting this yieldsP� #(i)t#(1)t < z�(A19) = mi e�%t(i� 1)! �i(1� e�%t) h1� �1� z(e�%t)�i�1iZ 10 e��t([y;1)) y�1�e�%tdy:Now the latter integral equals� 1e�%t Z 10 exp h� my�(e�%t)�(1� e�%t)i y�(i�1)e�%td(y�(e�%t))(A20) = �i(1� e�%t)mi e�%t Z 10 e�x xi�1 dx = �i(1� e�%t)mi e�%t (i� 1)! :Putting into (A19) gives(A21) P� #(i)t#(1)t � z� = �1� z(e�%t)�i�1; 0 < z � 1:Finally, substituting z = exp[�y e%t] we arrive at(A22) P�e�%t log #(1)t#(i)t � y� = (1� e�y)i�1; y � 0; i � 2; t > 0:By the way, this means that the distribution of e�%t log #(1)t#(i)t is independent(!) of tand equals the law of the maximum of i�1 i.i.d. standard exponentially distributedrandom variables. From (A22), for 0 < " � 1;(A23) P� #(i)t#(1)t � "i2� = P�e�%t log #(1)t#(i)t � log� i2" �(e�%t)� = �1� � "i2 �(e�%t)�i�1:Since P1i=2 i�2 < 1;(A24) P� �Xt�#(1)t#(1)t � "� � 1Xi=2 P�#(i)t#(1)t � "i2� = 1Xi=2 �1� � "i2 �(e�%t)�i�1:But each summand tends to zero as t " 1 and is dominated byexph� (i� 1)� "i2 �(e�%t)i � exph� 12 i1�2e�%t "(e�%t)i � exph� 12 i1=2 12ifor all suÆciently large t (for i � 2 and the �xed "): Then the claim follows bydominated convergence, and the proof of Proposition 9 is �nished. �A.3. More on Neveu's branching process. Consider �X with �X0 = m > 0:Recall that in the notation of (A1),(A25) �Xt L= �m with  = e�%t; t � 0:Then, from (A5) we get the following weak form of Neveu's limit theorem (1):(A26) e�%t log �Xt L=)t"1 � logV with V L= �m :Besides (1), the following statement holds.Proposition A1 (Convergence in moments of all positive orders). For everym; r > 0;(A27) E���e�%t log �Xt � (� logV )���r �!t"1 0:
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